Objective: The purpose of this study was to determine the influence of selected predictive factors, primarily age at fitting of amplification and degree of hearing loss, on auditory-based outcomes in young children with bilateral sensorineural hearing loss.
INTRODUCTION

Impact of Hearing Loss on Speech Perception, Production, and Language of Children With Early-Onset Hearing Loss
Decreased auditory sensitivity manifested early in life can adversely affect the development of language, oral communication, cognition, and educational progress. Intervention provided in a timely manner has been shown to mitigate some of the deleterious effects of early hearing loss (Yoshinaga-Itano et al. 1998; Moeller 2000; Kennedy et al. 2006 ). Development of mature spoken communication depends on the capacity of the auditory channel to receive and transmit information to the central nervous system early during development. Inasmuch as spoken communication is learned primarily through the auditory modality, early-onset hearing loss will result in reduced ability to perceive and produce intelligible speech. Communication outcomes will be influenced by a number of factors including age at onset of hearing loss, age at and adequacy of intervention, degree of hearing loss, audiometric configuration, intervention program, and family and environmental influences.
The typically developing human cochlea is essentially mature at term birth, whereas auditory neural development, axonal, dendritic and synaptic maturation, and myelination continue in the brainstem into very early childhood and in the cerebral cortex well into late childhood (Moore & Linthicum 2007) . Early development of the auditory system is dependent on stimulation from a rich acoustic environment of relevant sound. As Moore and Linthicum point out "Perinatal infants, equipped with a mature inner ear and brainstem pathway but a relatively immature cortex, are active listeners and are particularly prone to listen to human speech sounds" (p 469).
Auditory system development, and particularly development of speech perception, is guided by access to relevant acoustic and linguistic information early in life (Kuhl 2000) . All theories of early development of speech perception rely on the infant's capacity to perceive language (speech) in their environment from which they learn to extract relevant features with experience. At birth, hearing infants show a preference for listening to their mother's voice (DeCasper & Fifer 1980) , a skill that must be developed through in utero exposure to the acoustic properties of that voice. By 6 mo of age, infants can distinguish speech sounds even when emitted by different speakers (Kuhl 1979) . Between 6 and 9 mo, infants show distinct preference for listening to their native language (Jusczyk et al. 1993 ) and the ability to distinguish phonemes that are not experienced in the child's environment diminishes rapidly (Cheour-Luhtanen et al. 1995) . Clearly, the auditory system of hearing infants is working to lay down the neural structure for processing of speech sounds very early in life, and those abilities will diminish quickly when stimulation is absent. For a summary of evidence of the need for early stimulation, see Sininger et al. (1999) .
This study seeks to evaluate the effects of auditory deprivation in early childhood on auditory-based communication skills, including speech perception, speech production, and spoken language skills. Recent studies have focused primarily on language outcome, which is not necessarily an auditory skill. A critical period for language development has been suggested in studies by Yoshinaga-Itano et al. (1998) who found that infants with hearing loss who were identified before 6 mo of age and who received early intervention soon after, developed language skills that were significantly superior to those children identified after 6 mo of age. Two other studies have confirmed that language outcomes are enhanced by early intervention or access to early intervention. Moeller (2001) evaluated age of intervention as the predictor of language, and Kennedy et al. (2006) compared language development in children born in periods of time with and without access to newborn hearing screening. Both these studies evaluated language outcomes in school-aged children with a wide range of degree of hearing loss and both found that early access to intervention led to enhanced language skills in these children.
A few earlier studies have looked at more generalized outcome measures. White and White (1987) studied the relationships among age at intervention, hearing status of the family (deaf versus hearing parents) and language outcomes on a group of young children with severe to profound deafness. Some of the children, primarily those born to deaf parents, were identified rather early considering that the study was performed before any type of routine hearing screening for infants. This study found a "consistently positive effect" of early intervention on language development in these children. Davis et al. (1986) studied children aged 5 to 18 yr who exhibited mild to moderate hearing loss. They found that degree of loss had some relationship to speech perception but not to other outcome measures. They also concluded that age at intervention or fitting with amplification was not correlated with outcome in these children who were first fit with amplification between 3 and 9 yr of age. Levitt (1987) conducted a study of the interrelationships among measures performed on children with hearing loss. In one analysis, he used a multivariate regression approach to evaluate the effects of a variety of factors on two measures of communication: syntactic comprehension and speech intelligibility rating. He found that having deaf parents or being postlingually deafened and educational factors, including mainstreaming or early special education, were factors that explained much of the variance for syntactic comprehension. Factors explaining speech intelligibility were similar and included postlingual deafness, mainstreaming, good high-frequency hearing, and early special education.
Studies conducted in the 1980s rarely include children who today would be considered to be identified "early." If it is critical that intervention begin before 6 mo of age as suggested by Yoshinaga-Itano et al., it will be important to include children who are identified and receive intervention before that age in a study of the factors that should predict communication outcomes. However, some of the studies published after 2000 have not found that age at identification or intervention is associated with improved language outcomes. Wake et al. (2005) evaluated language and related skills in a group of 7-to 8-yr-old children with hearing loss. In that study, degree of hearing loss was predictive of outcomes, but overall, age at diagnosis was not. Nicholas and Geers (2006) measured spoken language skills in 3.5-yr-old children with cochlear implants (CIs). They found that hearing level and duration of implant use were predictive of outcome but age at fitting of amplification was not. Fitzpatrick et al. (2007) also did not confirm a predictive relationship between age at identification or intervention and language outcome in children with hearing loss. Again, hearing level was found to be an important predictor of language as was self-help skill, but no relationship could be established between language outcome (at 3 to 5 yr of age) and age at intervention for children with hearing loss. Some of these studies have also looked at speech production ability but, again, not found a relationship between this outcome and early intervention (Wake et al. 2005 ; Kennedy et al. 2006; Fitzpatrick et al. 2007) . Blamey et al. (2001) studied the relationships among factors, including speech perception, language, speech production, and hearing loss with age (development of skills over time), in two groups of orally educated children, one using CIs and the other using conventional ear-level amplification. This study did not specifically assess the relationship between age of intervention and outcome, but the results did establish that speech perception ability was strongly related to language and speech production capacity. In addition, speech perception was significantly negatively correlated to degree of hearing loss, but no similar relationship was found between degree of loss with speech production or language.
Even studies conducted after 2000 may have suffered from having only small groups of children who were identified very early. In addition, most of the early-identified children were born to deaf parents or suffered greater degrees of deafness than later-identified children. Newborn hearing screening programs now identify infants with hearing loss of all degrees at early ages without such bias, and studies performed today, in areas where early identification and intervention is happening, may be expected to show considerably different findings relative to early intervention because of the lack of subject bias.
The primary purpose of this study was to determine the effects of age at auditory intervention (fitting of amplification) and degree of hearing loss on auditory-based outcomes, including speech perception, speech production, and spoken language. The hypothesis is that earlier fitting of amplification will enhance auditory skills over time but that skills will decrease with degree of hearing loss. Effects of other relevant factors, such as intensity of educational intervention, parental sensitivity, home language, and CI use, expected to contribute to the overall outcomes were also assessed.
This study was designed to investigate the relationships among factors believed to influence auditory-based outcomes and the actual measured outcomes in children with hearing loss. This was a prospective study that sought to answer questions by selecting and following children with various degrees of hearing loss and a range of ages at intervention, who could provide evidence. The study was longitudinal: each subject was studied over a period of his/her life that was appropriate for answering the study questions. Finally, this was an observational study. No intervention was planned as part of the study. Rather, predictive factors and outcomes were observed and documented. nia, Los Angeles and the Audiology and Speech Clinic of the University of California, Los Angeles Medical Center. Additional enrollment sites were the Children's Auditory Research and Evaluation Center of the House Ear Institute (HEI) and Providence Speech and Hearing Center, Orange, California. The UCLA institutional review board governed oversight for enrollment and procedures at the UCLA, and Providence. The St. Vincent's Medical Center institutional review board governed HEI. Some of the data collected for the study were extracted from Audiology clinical records in these facilities. Other direct measures, including parent surveys, developmental scales, parent-child interaction measures, and outcome measures, were obtained in the laboratories at UCLA and HEI over the duration of the study.
Participants
Inclusion criteria for participants in the study were bilateral, congenital, sensorineural hearing loss sufficient to warrant fitting of amplification and parents or guardians who were willing to consent and cooperate with the study requirements. The study design concentrated on hearing loss and excluded participants with other conditions that could possibly influence perceptual or linguistic outcomes.
The following exclusion criteria were also applied to selection of participants.
1. Neonatal factors: the effects of low birthweight and/or prematurity on overall development, health, and cognitive status are often not realized for months or years. To avoid unforeseen consequences, participants with birthweight Ͻ1200 g or gestational age Ͻ30 wk were excluded. 2. Cognitive function: participants aged 9 to 14 mo were initially evaluated for cognitive function using the Bayley Scales of Infant Development, Second Edition (Bayley 1993) . After 3 yr of age, the Leiter International Performance Scale-Revised, Brief IQ was administered (Roid & Miller 1997) . Participants with a Mental Development Index on the Bayley or an intelligent quotient score on the Leiter of Ͻ80 were excluded from the study. 3. Other disabling conditions: any report or confirmed diagnosis of autism or autism spectrum disorder, or significant visual or motor impairment eliminated a child from consideration as a subject. 4. Auditory neuropathy: any indication of the condition of auditory neuropathy spectrum disorder such as present otoacoustic emission in combination with hearing loss Ͼ40 dB and/or a cochlear microphonic component recorded in combination with no obvious auditory brainstem response excluded a child from participation. Children with auditory neuropathy are known to have speech perception that is poorer than seen in children with comparable degrees of sensory hearing loss, and the auditory abilities of these children are often unpredictable and variable over time. 5. Late onset loss: any clear indication of onset of hearing loss after 1 mo of age or medical condition associated with acquired hearing loss, for example meningitis, would eliminate a participant. Although it was not always certain, every attempt was made to find children with congenital hearing loss.
Participants were initially enrolled between 2002 and 2005. The outcome measures evaluating speech production, perception, and language were appropriate for children at the age of 3 yr and older. Each child participated in two or more formal assessments, conducted ϳ6 mo apart.
Initially, 64 families consented to participate in the study. For a variety of reasons, 20 families did not or could not complete the study. Eleven families withdrew for personal reasons, such as moving from the area, changing of audiology service provider, or just an inability to commit time to the project. Four participants were withdrawn because of a late diagnosis of autism and four for diagnosis or other disabling conditions, such as visual disorder or developmental delay. These conditions were not apparent until some time after initial subject enrolment, and participants were eliminated from the study as the conditions became obvious. In one case, the diagnosis of hearing loss was incorrect because of a transient conductive hearing loss. All participants are described in detail in the Appendix. Those in the final group included in the outcome study are indicated in the last column. The distribution of sex shows slightly more male participants than females, with 33 males of 64 initial participants and 24 males of 44 in the final group. Participants were born between 1996 and 2004, with the largest group (20) born in 2002.
The families in the final group described the ethnicity of the participants as Hispanic/Latino in 13 cases and as non-Hispanic in 31. Race was described as Caucasian (White) in 35 cases, Asian in four, "Other" in three, and race was not declared for two children.
Clinical Management
Audiology procedures and amplification fitting • This study was based on the premise that the children serving as participants were properly fit with amplification and carefully monitored by their clinical audiologists over time. Audiologists at the sites followed best practices in fitting and verification of amplification (American Academy of Audiology 2003). Children were fitted with appropriate analog or digital, bilateral, behind-the-ear amplification. Hearing aids were coupled to custom soft-shell earmolds and were generally fitted with damped (filtered) ear hooks. Volume-control wheels or switches were either covered or deactivated through the fitting software.
Each clinic performed real ear measures to aid in programming hearing aids to match the targets for gain and output to those prescribed by the Desired Sensation Level (DSL) method, specifically the DSL [i/o] version 4.1 hearing aid fitting software system (Seewald et al. 1997) . The child's real ear to coupler difference values were measured using the Audioscan Verifit RM500 real ear system for each ear with custom earmolds when possible. When children would not cooperate for real ear measures, default real ear to coupler difference values, based on age normative data, were substituted. Further verification that hearing aids had achieved target output values was conducted with the hearing aids coupled to a standard HA-1 coupler in a test box/sound chamber. Hearing aids, ear hooks, or earmolds were adjusted to achieve outputs as close as possible to targets.
Real-ear adjusted measures of hearing aid output can be used to investigate the adequacy of the fitting of amplification and to compare fits across participants. Specifically, evaluation of the level of an amplified speech or speech-like signal over time relative to hearing thresholds can be used to calculate the Speech Intelligibility Index (SII). The SII, ranging from 0 to 100, is an index of the audibility of the amplified speech signal or the proportion of the long-term aided speech spectrum that is above threshold. SII has been shown to be predictive of aided speech intelligibility in school-aged children (Davidson & Skinner 2006) . The aided SII was automatically calculated by the Audioscan per ANSI S3.5-1997 for each aided measure.
Cochlear implants • Sixteen of the final 44 participants received CIs during the study: 10 in the right ear only, two in the left ear, and four were bilaterally fit. The median age of the first implant for this group was 28.5 mo, with a range of 12.78 to 76.48 mo.
Participant-Related Measures: Predictor Variables
Age at fitting of amplification • The first primary outcome predictor was the age at which personal amplification was first fitted to the subject. This variable was chosen to represent the earliest age at which a consistent representation of the child's acoustic surroundings, including speech, could be audible. The first day on which the family was given hearing aids and custom earmolds to use at home was considered the "date of first fit," and the "age at fit" was computed as the child's age on this date.
Degree of hearing loss • The second primary factor evaluated in predicting outcomes for children with hearing loss was the severity or degree of loss. This study sought to evaluate auditory development in children with all degrees of hearing loss. Audiometric data were extracted from clinical records. Initial enrollment of subjects was often based on audiograms predicted by electrophysiologic measures such as Auditory Brainstem Response or Auditory Steady State Responses to frequency-specific stimuli. The final audiometric data were based on standard clinical audiograms.
Other Participant-Related (Predictor) Variables Included in Regression Analysis
The effectiveness of parent-child interaction was evaluated using the Nursing Child Assessment Satellite Training (NCAST) Parent-Child Interaction Teaching Scale (Sumner & Spietz 1994) . This test provides a rating of caregiver-child interaction based on a set of observable behaviors that describe the communication dyad and interaction during a teaching situation. The teaching scales are appropriate for infants and toddlers from birth to 36 mo of age. The kit includes a list of 30 skills or activities that are listed in developmental order. For example, the first skill is holding onto a rattle, and later skills are squeaking a toy, scribbling on paper, turning the pages of a book, and the most advanced skill is tying a shoelace. The parent chooses the first activity that the child does not yet know and attempts to teach the skill to the child. Appropriate props are available for the teaching situation.
The caregiver was allowed to set up the teaching situation and conduct the interaction, which generally lasted from 1 to 6 min in time. The caregiver was given minimal instructions, told to teach the activity and signal when finished, regardless of the outcome. The session was videotaped for later analysis by a registered nurse who was specifically trained to score the test.
The interaction score was based on 73 observations that were grouped into the following categories: sensitivity to cues, response to distress, social-emotional growth fostering, cognitive growth fostering, clarity of cues, and responsiveness to caregiver. The last two categories relate to the child and the others to the caregiver.
The language of the home was documented by parent report. Parents were asked to indicate the primary and secondary languages spoken in the home. For analysis, the home language situation was classified as monolingual or multilingual depending on whether one or more than one language was used on a regular basis.
The nature and intensity of each subject's intervention program was documented using a series of "Education Inventories" that were administered at 6-mo intervals. The child's interventionist, teacher, or therapist filled out the inventories, which were obtained for each distinct program in which the child was enrolled. Many participants were receiving therapy in a number of settings. The inventory documented the background and certification of the interventionist, the type of program (home-based, center-based, preschool, or classroom) as well as the total number of students in the program. The inventory documented the mode of communication used and the percentage of time devoted to manual, oral, or combined communication. The number of hours per month that the child actually attended the program was documented, and the family compliance with program goals was rated on a four-point scale.
For the purpose of data analysis, it was necessary to characterize the important characteristics of intervention in a single value. This value is termed "Annual Oral Training Scale" (AOTS). This process required that the nature and intensity of the intervention be incorporated over time, often from several programs. For each program, the total number of hours of intervention was calculated. For example, if a program was 10 hr a week for 24 wk, the total was 240 hr. The hours were weighted by mode of communication, which was reported on the inventory. The weightings were derived from an adaptation of the scale developed by Geers (2002) . This study used a communication mode scale from 1 to 4, whereas Geers' scale is from 1 to 6. In the current scale, a rating of 1 indicated that communication was mostly sign (oral Ͻ sign), a rating of 2 indicated communication was balanced between oral and manual (oral ϭ sign), a rating of 3 signifies that communication had a speech emphasis (oral Ͼ sign), and a rating of 4 indicates that communication was 100% oral (no signing). In the example above, if a speech emphasis with some signs was used, the program 240 hr would be scaled by 3 for a value of 720. In this way, oral education is weighted higher than manual. If a manual communication mode was primary in this case, the program would have been rated as 240. This emphasis was not meant to judge the value of communication mode, rather to be in line with the goals of the project to study "auditory" development, which would be most enhanced with spoken or auditory input.
Finally, the scores were annualized. Because children were enrolled for different periods of time, we computed an average year for all children. If the duration of evaluation was 6 mo, the value was doubled, and if it were 2 yr, it was halved. In this way, we could compare the intensity of oral education across participants regardless of the duration of their enrollment in the study.
Other Subject Variables Not Included in Regression Analysis
Only those variables that might be expected to contribute to the development of the measured outcomes were used in the final data analysis. However, for a variety of reasons, some candidate variables were not used as predictors of performance. These are described below.
Subject selection criteria stipulated that cognitive functioning was to be within the normal range. As described under subject selection, the Bayley Scales of Infant Development was administered to the infants and the Leiter-R International Performance Scale Brief IQ was administered to the toddlers. The Leiter-R is a nonverbal measure of intelligence often used to evaluate participants with hearing or speech impairment or autism. Scores on the Bayley Developmental Indices ranged from 74 to 118, with a median of 94, mean of 96.21, and standard deviation of 11.69. The scores on the Leiter international ranged from 80 to 143, with a median of 119, mean of 114.11, and standard deviation of 15.95. The data indicate that the participants in this study demonstrated cognitive development that was within normal limits on a nonverbal instrument. Consequently, no further use was made of intelligence quotients in analysis of outcome data, and results of this study can only be generalized to populations with typical cognitive development.
It is noteworthy that although the Leiter scores are normally distributed, the mean is significantly above 100 (t ϭ 5.017, p Ͻ 0.0001). The Leiter test indicated consistently higher performance than the Bayley. In 14 participants for whom both tests were administered, the mean difference is 24.57 points, with a standard deviation of 13.55, which is significant at p Ͻ 0.0001 (t ϭ 6.7842). Reasons for discrepancies are unclear, but regardless of the apparent differences in the two measures, each indicated that performance of participants was in the normal range.
The socioeconomic status (SES) of the participants in this study was determined by parent report of the mother's years of formal education (Yoshinaga-Itano et al. 1998) . The mean SES of participants in the study was 15.63 yr, with a median of 16 yr and a standard deviation of 3.19 yr. Because of the small range of values represented for SES in this group, this factor was not suitable for use as a predictor variable. As with cognitive ability, the conclusions that can be drawn from the study will be limited to participants from reasonably high SES status, and the effects of this variable on outcome cannot be evaluated.
Another factor used in some studies as a predictor of outcomes is the age at which intervention is initiated. This factor was evaluated and is discussed in some detail in a companion study (Sininger et al. 2009 ). Referral and enrollment in early intervention for children with hearing loss follows strict guidelines in California and is closely tied to the age at diagnosis and the age at fitting. Because the age at intervention is highly correlated to the age at fitting, only the age at fitting was used in the final regression analyses.
Family cooperation or involvement has been found to be a primary factor in prediction of outcome (Moeller 2000) . Educators of the children in this study were asked to evaluate the "level of compliance of the family with the program goals." The possible ratings and their assigned values were 1, excellent; 2, good; 3, fair; and 4, poor. Subjects in the study had a mean compliance score of 1.28, with a standard deviation of 0.43, indicating consistently good to excellent compliance. Given the rigors and duration of study participation, it is reasonable to conclude that the families in our study were highly compliant. In fact, the compliance scores for the families who did not complete the study were found to be lower, with a mean score of 2.06 and a standard deviation of 1.15. Because of the limited range of scores for the final participants, family compliance was not used as a predictive variable.
In the initial study design, the SII was to be used as an indication of fitting adequacy and as a predictor variable for auditory performance. To determine the nature of the SII data gathered during the course of the study, a distribution of average SII values using either speech-shaped or DSL noise at 70-dB SPL was examined. The values ranged from 0 to 87.75. The SII values were normally distributed with means of 60.00 and 60.22 and standard deviations of 25.42 and 26.95 in the right and left ears, respectively. Using SII as a predictor variable should have provided an individual predictor of the audibility of conversational level speech or the adequacy of the amplification fitting for each participant. However, preliminary investigation of candidate predictor variables included evaluating the interrelationships among variables to determine correlations in the predictors. This revealed a direct relationship between the degree of hearing loss and the average SII in individual ears across participants. Figure 1 shows that the SII and average hearing level are highly correlated. Consequently, the SII seems to add little or no additional information beyond the hearing levels and could be considered a proxy for the hearing information. For this reason, SII was not used as a "predictor variable" in the final multivariate regression modeling, although hearing level was used.
Outcome Measures
Children were evaluated on a series of outcome measures focused on speech perception, speech production, and spoken language when they reached 3 yr of age and then at intervals as close to 6 mo as possible. Speech perception was measured using the Pediatric Speech Intelligibility (PSI) Test (Jerger et al. 1980 ) and the Online Imitative Test of Speech Pattern Contrast Perception (OLIMSPAC; Boothroyd et al. 2005 ). Speech production was assessed using the Arizona Articulation Proficiency Scale-3 (Janet Barker Fudala, PhD, Western Psychological Services), and spoken language was evaluated using the Reynell Developmental Language Scales (RDLS) (Edwards et al. 1997 ). All outcome measures were administered with the children using their personal amplification. Although no specific validation of aided performance was used before testing, most children were evaluated on the day of an audiology visit. Testing was not conducted if amplification was missing or not working properly.
Speech perception tests were performed in a sound-treated chamber. Audio information was delivered through an audiometer to a speaker or speakers in the test booth, with presentation levels calibrated to 70 dB SPL A at the level of the child's ear. Testing involved two research personnel, one delivering stimuli from outside and one in the booth to work with the child. Licensed speech-language pathologists administered both the Arizona-3 and the RDLS tests in a quiet, but not sound treated, area.
Pediatric Speech Intelligibility
• The PSI is a closed set test of word and sentence identification developed for children aged 3 to 7 yr. The child is asked to identify one of five color drawings after hearing a sentence or word. For example "A bear is brushing his teeth" would be used for sentence identification or "Show me frog" for word identification. The recorded message is presented in a free field from 0°azimuth at 70-dB SPL A .
A significant aspect of the PSI test is the assessment of the child's ability to process linguistic stimuli in a competing message environment. The competing message is composed of simple sentences presented from behind the child (180°azi-muth). The addition of a competing message and the ability to vary the message-to-competition ratio (MCR) add a significant level of complexity to the task and therefore to the ability of the PSI to provide insight into the child's capacity for processing of speech stimuli in realistic environments.
The PSI materials were recorded digitally using a male talker for an earlier study (Eisenberg & Dirks 1995) . The same talker was used for both the target and competing stimuli. Preliminary data indicate that the original stimulus set and the rerecorded stimulus set used in this study produce comparable results for children with normal hearing and children with hearing loss, except that children with hearing loss were shown to be less accurate on the newer set of stimuli primarily at Ϫ10 dB MCR (Visser-Dumont, Reference Note 1). The picture sets were the originals developed by Susan Jerger and her colleagues. The child was first familiarized with the picture sets and instructed to indicate, by pointing, which of five pictures was named. Materials included four sets of pictures for words and two sets for sentences. Each test includes 10 items with each picture used twice. The test was performed in quiet and with MCRs of ϩ10, 0, and Ϫ10 dB.
Online Imitative Test of Speech Pattern Contrast Perception • This test is part of the Battery of Auditory
Speech Perception Tests for Infants and Toddlers that originated in the Speech Pattern Contrast Test developed by Boothroyd (1984) . It was designed to measure the child's ability to hear and reproduce distinctions in phonemes based on a number of features or contrasts, including vowel height and place, and consonant features, including voicing, manner, and front or rear place. The OLIMSPAC is based on the principle that imitation is a natural skill for children and that children will be able to imitate features that they can perceive. The OLIMSPAC was developed for children aged 3 yr or older.
Test administration involves a presentation of a vowelconsonant-vowel nonsense syllable such as "ooboo" or "aataa" in either an audiovisual mode (video of a woman producing the utterance) or as an auditory signal alone (a drawing of a speaker is shown on the monitor). Tokens are routed through an audiometer to a loud speaker, and video signals are routed directly to a computer monitor in the test booth. The child, seated in the booth facing the monitor, repeats the utterance into a microphone. The microphone signal is then routed to the tester outside the booth who, being masked to the original token presented, chooses the utterance that best approximates the vowel-consonant-vowel from a field of eight choices. Foils are selected to test for a number of contrasts. This method allows for assessment of multiple features simultaneously. For example, if the target stimulus is "oochoo" and the child's utterance is judged as "ootoo," he would be given credit for vowel height and consonant manner but not for rear consonant place. The test score is based on percent correct with consideration for chance. Percent correct scores are produced for each of the six categories (vowel height, vowel place, consonant voicing, consonant continuance, consonant place frontal, and consonant place rear) as well as a composite score for both audiovisual and audio-only modes of presentation. Each contrast is tested eight times per condition. Combinations of the vowels aa, oo, and ee and consonants /d/ /t/ /b/ /p/ /sh/ and /ch/ were used as tokens.
Arizona Articulation Proficiency Scale-3 • This test as-
sesses production of all major speech sounds in the English language, including initial and final consonants and blends, vowels, and diphthongs. The child names an object depicted on picture cards. The test is administered by a speech-language pathologist who scores the child's response according to simple quantitative rules. The test is normed on children aged 1.5 to 18 yr, and scores are given in several formats, including intelligibility descriptions, severity designations, percentile rankings, and standardized scores (z scores, standard scores, and normal curve equivalents).
Reynell Developmental Language Scales, Third Edition • The RDLS is a test of receptive and expressive language that is appropriate for ages from 15 mo to 7 yr. The two scales of the RDLS have been widely used with both normally hearing and children with hearing loss. The Comprehension Scale is organized into the following 10 sections: single words, relating two named objects, agents and actions, clausal constituents, attributes, noun phrases, locative relations, verbs and thematic role assignment, vocabulary, and complex grammar. The Expressive Scale is organized into six sections: simple words, verbs/phrases, inflections (plurals, third person, and past tense), clausal elements, auxiliaries (negatives, questions, and tags), and complex structures (imitation, correction of errors, and utterance completion). The RDLS uses toys, pictures and finger puppets, involving object manipulation and description based on questions that vary in length and grammatical complexity to elicit responses. Raw scores are converted to age equivalents and percentiles.
Test intervals • The measures of outcome were taken on each child as close as possible to 3 yr of age and then at ϳ6-mo intervals. The number of assessments performed varied accord-ing to when the child was enrolled relative to the starting and ending of the study and how soon after enrollment the child passed the 3-yr age mark. Children enrolled as infants near the end of the enrollment period may have been eligible for only one or two assessments, whereas those enrolled near the age of 3, early in the study, may have contributed five or six assessments. This is an unavoidable consequence of a prospective longitudinal study in which subjects are enrolled over time.
Data management • All data were coded and entered into an Access database. Data were entered into two identical databases and compared at regular intervals to check for data entry errors. Data on individual tests were analyzed for distribution across participants and for time series in individual participants. For each of the final participants, data representing predictor variables and outcomes were extracted.
Modeling
• Standard least squares multiple regression modeling was performed using JMP Version 7.0 software from SAS. Models of the individual outcomes, including the two speech perception test results, the speech production, and receptive and expressive language results, all continuous variables, were fashioned using a linear combination of the predictor variables plus an error factor. The least squares modeling seeks to minimize the sum of the squared errors. Multiple linear regression analysis is a useful tool to cast light on the complex relationships between communication outcomes such as those described above in children with hearing loss and the subject or "predictor" factors. This modeling holds all other factors constant while evaluating the ability of individual ones to explain the variance in the outcome data. The procedure allowed simultaneous evaluation of the magnitude of effect or "leverage" of each factor in the prediction of an outcome and assigned a p value to each. The significance of each factor is determined by comparing the sum of the squared residual error with and without the contribution of the factor in question. If the error is reduced by the addition of a factor, then the factor is making a significant contribution to the model. On the basis of the weights of each factor in the model, the influence of each was described. An F ratio and corresponding p value for the overall model were computed. The model itself was further evaluated by computing the R 2 of modeled outcomes to actual outcomes.
All six predictors, including age at fitting of amplification, average hearing level in the better ear, CI status, oral training, parent interaction, and home language status, were used in an initial analysis to determine the strongest factors. CI and bilingual home were modeled as bivariate (yes-no) factors and all others as continuous variables. A second-stage modeling used only factors that had revealed p values of Ͻ0.3 in the original model. The only exception to this was that all final models included age at fit and hearing level because these were the primary factors to be evaluated.
RESULTS
Participant-Related Predictors
Age at fitting • The distribution of the age at fitting of amplification for all participants and final participants is shown in Figure 2 . Comparison of the two distributions shows that the elimination of some participants did not change the shape of the original distribution. It is important to note that participants with early age of fitting of amplification are well represented.
Twenty-three of the final subjects were fit before 6 mo of age and 21 were fit after 6 mo of age. Overall, there was a good sampling of each, with values ranging from Ͻ1 to 72 mo. Fifty percent of final participants were fit before 5.7 mo of age. Figure 3 shows the individual audiograms for each participant and the mean audiograms for each ear. The distributions of average thresholds in the better ear for the initial 64 and final 44 participants are shown in Figure 4 . The degree of hearing loss was evenly distributed. The substantial representation of children with mild and moderate hearing loss is an important feature of this study. In addition, the distribution of degree of loss for those eliminated can be gleaned from the areas of solid bars that are visible. Participants eliminated from the study were evenly distributed with regard to degree of loss.
Degree of hearing loss •
The configuration of the audiograms for final participants in this study was essentially flat. The slope of the hearing loss was computed as the difference between the threshold at 4000 Hz and that at 500 Hz (three octaves). The median slope for each ear was 10 dB, and the mean/standard deviation was 10.48/ 12.21 dB for the right and 11.02/11.49 dB for the left. This computes to Ͻ4 dB/octave. Slopes ranged from Ϫ5 to ϩ13.33 dB/octave. Two participants had audiograms with a per-octave slope of 10 dB or more.
The average hearing loss was computed using 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz. The importance of auditory sensitivity for 4000 Hz is well recognized (Stelmachowicz et al. 2004) . However, as shown in Figure 3 , the degree of loss for 2000 and 4000 Hz was essentially identical. Degree of loss computed with 4000 Hz rather than 2000 Hz resulting in an average, per subject difference of Ͻ1 dB, with a standard deviation of Ͻ4 dB. Moeller et al. (2007) also used 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz to compute average hearing loss in a similar group of subjects, that is, children with early-onset hearing loss, generally flat in configuration.
Hearing losses were also primarily symmetrical. The median difference in average hearing loss between ears was 5 dB, the 75th percentile was 11.87 dB, and only three participants showed an asymmetry in hearing level Ͼ30 dB. All subsequent analyses using degree of hearing loss used the average loss in decibels in the better hearing ear. Table 1 gives the breakdown of degree of hearing loss by age at fitting categories for the final participants. The Chi-square likelihood ratio for this data is 6.402 (6 df, p ϭ 0.370), indicating no interaction between age at fit and degree of loss.
Hearing loss by age at fit •
Parent-child interaction
• Data were available on the NCAST for 41 of the 44 final participants. Three of the participants were too old for the administration of the test at enrollment. The summary data are plotted on Figure 5 for each subject in order of the score of the caregiver. The mean and standard deviation of each subscore on the right demonstrate that the larger variance is found across the caregivers, whereas the child scores are tightly grouped. The standard deviation of the combined score is dominated by the caregiver score and primarily reflects the differences in scores across the parents. For this reason, the caregiver score was used in the final analyses as the score best suited to predicting the variance in outcomes.
Language in the home • In the final group of 44 participants, English was the primary language in 40 cases and Spanish in four. Fourteen families were bilingual with second languages of Spanish in five, ASL in three, English in two, and Chinese, Tagalog, Urdu, and Farsi in one of each. In the final analysis, the home language situation, monolingual versus bilingual, was used in the model to predict outcomes. None of the parents or guardians of the children in the study was deaf or hard of hearing. Figure 6 . The scores show a large variation ranging from 31.7 to 3840. The mean score is 555.90, the median is 417.4, and the standard deviation is 630.06. Raw Outcome Measure Results PSI • Figure 7 shows the average results from the participants' final test for both the words and sentence subtests in quiet and the three MCRs. Both the quiet and the ϩ10 dB MCR conditions show very good performance for all subjects, which not only reflects the ease of the test in those conditions but also indicates that the language level of the items was appropriate for the subjects of the study. The mean and standard deviations of the responses for both sentences and words show two important features of these test results. First, the mean scores for the 0 and Ϫ10 dB MCRs were well below 100%, thus avoiding ceiling effects. Second, the standard deviations of these scores were quite high, demonstrating that these PSI measures are able to differentiate between good and poor performers among the subjects. For these reasons, the average of the predicted age at 100% for the 0 and the Ϫ10 dB MCR conditions for both sentences and words was chosen as the outcome measure for the PSI test.
Education • The distribution of AOTS values is shown in
OLIMSPAC
• Mean results of participants' final tests on the OLIMSPAC, broken down by subtests and composite score, are shown in Figure 8 . Overall, the subjects performed quite well in identifying vowels but had more difficulty with consonant perception, particularly with consonant continuance and with perception of consonant place in the rear of the mouth. The composite score was chosen for use in the final analysis because it gives a representation of the test results overall but does not suffer from ceiling effects. The audio-only mode composite score was chosen because of the study focus on auditory skills.
Arizona-3 • Arizona-3 results of the Arizona test of speech
production are expressed as a z scores based on the distribution of scores for age-matched, typically performing peers. The distribution is normalized to mean 0 and standard deviation of 1. Therefore, a score of Ϫ1 would indicate speech production performance was one standard deviation below normal. Each subject's z scores were plotted by age at test. Examples of scores over time from five randomly selected subjects are shown in Figure 9 . A summary of group statistics on all outcome measures is provided in Table 2 .
Reynell • For the RDLS, the expressive or receptive language ability of each child was expressed in performance age in months relative to age-matched peers. For example, a score of Ϫ3 indicates that the child was performing 3 mo below typically performing peers. Examples of expressive and receptive language ages relative to chronological age over time from four representative participants are shown in Figure 10 , and the final score summary for the group is provided in Table 2 .
Characterizing outcomes • Both the RDLS and the Arizona-3 provide normative data based on age. Each child's outcome for these tests can be characterized by where they fall on the distribution of scores for children of their own age. The final test score obtained on each of these measures, circled on examples in Figures 9 and 10, were used to characterize each participants' performance for the regression analysis. Characterizing performance over time for tests without agebased normative data is more complicated. One possibility was to look at the rate of growth of performance over time. Inspection of the growth data, however, revealed several flaws in this approach. The high-performing child who approaches maximum performance at the time of initial testing demonstrates one problem with this approach. For this child, the growth of performance would be shallow because of ceiling effects. Another problem with using performance growth functions is an emphasis on slope of growth but not on overall performance level. For example, two children could show equal growth over time but at different points on the performance scale.
The measure used to describe overall performance must take into account testing of subjects at different ages and incorporate both the growth of performance over time as well as level of performance. The measure devised for this purpose was the age at which each subject would reach a specified degree of performance. This age was determined based on a regression line derived from actual performance over time. Regardless of the ages at which the child was tested, as long as performance was increasing over time, the age at which the criterion performance should be reached can be determined. This technique has several advantages. First, this measure has no ceiling effect. Second, this technique allows for characterization of performance over time when subjects were tested at a variety of different ages and intervals. Typical examples of the growth functions from a few subjects illustrating how age at 100% was calculated for both the OLIMSPAC and the PSI are shown in Figure 11 . The linearity of the age by score growth functions for both measures is demonstrated by the linear function fits (r 2 ). From this random selection of subjects, for example, OLIMSPAC functions demonstrate r 2 ranging from 0.64 to 0.96, with a mean of 0.87, and r 2 for PSI functions range from 0.92 to 0.96, with a mean of 0.95.
For both the PSI and the OLIMSPAC, the linear regression equation for performance growth on each subject for this measure was computed and used to calculate the age at which 100% would be reached. However, if the subject reached 100% on any test session, the age at that test session was substituted for the predicted age. In no case did the predicted and actual differ by a substantial amount.
A summary of the results of the extracted outcome measures is given in Table 2 . As might be expected, results of those tests with normative data revealed that children with hearing loss performed significantly below age-matched, hearing peers. Specifically, the Arizona test of speech production showed that, on average, children with hearing loss were almost one standard deviation below normal performance, and the RDLS test of language showed an average delay of just Ͼ1 yr. The measures of speech perception were without age-matched norms, but show some internal consistency, with both predicting 100% performance at just Ͼ72 mo of age. However, on all tests, the variability across subjects was quite high as might be expected. Relationships among outcomes • The chosen auditorybased outcomes cannot be expected to be independent of each other. Correlations among outcomes was investigated and can be found in correlation matrix form in Table 3 . Speech feature perception as measured on the OLIMSPAC showed a mild relationship to both speech production and to receptive language but a strong relationship with expressive language. In addition, speech production as measured on the Arizona-3 showed strong relationships with both expressive and receptive language. Finally, expressive and receptive language showed high correlation, as might be expected.
Multivariate Least Squares Regression Modeling: Results by Outcome
The results of each of the five outcome measures described above were modeled based on the participant related factors. Results of the modeling are summarized in Table 4 . Predictors are listed in order of overall contribution to the model. Each modeled effect is also quantified.
Speech perception • The factor that was most important in predicting speech perception as measured by the OLIMSPAC and the PSI was the age at fitting of amplification. For both measures, every month of delay in fitting of amplification, related to an increase in the age at which they would reach the desired outcome by ϳ 3 ⁄4 of a month. Hearing level was fourth in the list of impact factors for both measures, but in neither case was the hearing level highly correlated with outcome (p Ն0.4). For the OLIMSPAC, strong parent-child interaction was predictive of better outcome with each point on the NCAST relating to 1.2 mo earlier achievement of outcome. Third in the list of predictive factors for the OLIMSPAC was intensity of oral education. This effect was weak, with every additional 100 hr of intervention related to 1 mo earlier age at outcome.
After age at fitting, the next most important predictor of the PSI test outcome was whether the child was using a CI. However, this relationship was not in the expected direction; use of a CI was correlated with a 29-mo delay in achieving maximum outcome on the PSI. Being from a multilingual home, however, was correlated with a 10.36-mo earlier outcome.
Speech production • Speech, as measured by the Arizona-3, was best predicted by the degree of hearing loss. For every 10 dB of increase in the pure-tone average of the better hearing ear, the model predicted a drop of 1/3 z score (standard deviation). Age at fit was the next most important factor in prediction of performance, with each month delay in age at fitting accounting for a drop of ϳ0.02 in z score. The third factor in the model was the use of a CI. In the case of speech production, a significant improvement in performance, 0.64 standard deviations in score, was predicted for children using a CI versus those not implanted.
Spoken language • As with speech production, hearing loss was the most important factor in the model predicting spoken language, both expressive and receptive, as measured by the RDLS. The effect of hearing loss was similar on both receptive and expressive language measures, receptive language showing that each 10 dB of additional hearing loss accounted for 5.9 mo decrease in performance, and expressive language showing each additional 10 dB accounted for 5.2 mo of performance lag. The next factor in prediction of both language measures was CI use. Children with CIs were predicted to show 12 mo improvement in receptive language and almost 18 mo improvement in expressive language compared with nonusers. Age at fitting was predictive of both language measures with each month of lag in fitting, attributing to a language lag of 0.17 mo in receptive and 0.30 mo in expressive language.
Results by Predictors
Age at fitting • Age at fitting of amplification was an important factor in predicting every outcome measured, and in each outcome, earlier fitting predicted improved performance. For the two measures of speech perception, the age at fit was by far the strongest predictor of performance. This gives clear indication that earlier fitting of amplification is associated with improved outcomes on all measures of auditory communica- tion skills, particularly for development of speech perception ability. Figure 12 contains a leverage plot, which represents the graphic display of an effect's significance (Sall 1990 ). The modeled effect of age at fitting of amplification on each of the outcomes is shown with solid line in the figure representing the modeled effect, the dashed enclosed area around the model representing the 95 confidence region and the dashed, horizontal line indicating the group mean value of the outcome parameter. The distance of each data point from the model line represents the residual error, and the distance of each point from the mean (horizontal) represents the residual error without the effect of the model. The p value represents the significance of the improvement in the overall error (fit) imparted by the model for that factor.
One must note that there is a change in direction of the regressions for speech perception compared with the production and language measures. For the speech perception measures, higher scores (age at maximum performance) is an indicator of poorer performance, whereas higher scores on language and speech production indicated better performance.
An estimate of the effect of early fitting is quantified by the modeling procedure. This is actually the slope of the model line in the plots in Figure 12 . For every month that hearing aid fitting is delayed, the model predicts that outcomes on the OLIMSPAC and the PSI are delayed by 0.75 and 0.77 mo, respectively, and language age delays by 0.30 and 0.17 mo for expressive and receptive skills. Each month of delay in fitting is predicted to reduce the Arizona-3 z score by 0.02.
Degree of hearing loss
• Hearing level as measured by the average audiometric thresholds in the better hearing ear was the top predictor of performance on speech production and on receptive and expressive language but did not play a significant role in predicting speech perception outcomes (p Ն 0.4). The modeled linear predictions for speech production and language outcomes by level of hearing loss (leverage plots) are shown in Figure 13 .
Speech outcomes are reduced by 1/3 of a standard deviation for each 10 dB of additional hearing loss. Every additional 10 dB of average hearing loss is associated with delays of 5.9 mo of receptive language and 5.2 mo of expressive language.
Cochlear implants • CI use was a strong predictor of outcome on the PSI test and for speech production and both receptive and expressive language. For both speech production and expressive and receptive language, the CI was indicative of significantly improved outcomes. Having a CI was associated with an increase in speech production by 0.64 standard deviations and with 12 mo improvement in receptive and almost 18 mo improvement in expressive language. In contrast, in the case of speech perception, the CI was not a significant factor in predicting the outcome on the OLIMSPAC and, use of a CI is associated with a delay to maximum outcome on the PSI.
The other predictive factors made relatively minor contributions to prediction of outcome compared with the first three. A multilingual home was predictive of improved outcome on speech perception as measured by the PSI but was not a factor in predicting performance on the other measure of speech perception, the OLIMSPAC. Both high parental interaction scores and increased hours of auditory training had small positive interactions with the OLIMSPAC measure of speech perception.
DISCUSSION
The strength of this study lies in the fact that participants represent a full range of age at identification and intervention that can be expected to reasonably exist (between 1 mo and 5 yr of age) and a full range of degree of hearing loss from mild to profound. Our participants also represent a wide range of ethnic groups races and use a variety of languages.
Age at fitting of amplification • The modeling of auditorybased communication outcomes clearly shows that, of the factors evaluated in this study, the age of access to auditory stimulation with hearing aids was the overall dominant factor in determining auditory-based outcomes in children with congenital hearing loss. This study chose to look at age at amplification, but this factor is closely related to age at identification and age at early intervention, at least for our group (Sininger et al. 2009 ) and these results can therefore be compared with other studies using those metrics. Age at amplification was the factor that explains the largest percentage of variance for both measures of speech perception and is also a significant predictor of language and speech production. Children with the earliest access to the speech signal through amplification, overall, will have the best outcomes on auditorybased communication measures. This is not surprising given the importance of access to auditory stimulation at very early ages for the development of stimulus-driven, complex neural networks in the auditory system. Kennedy et al. (2006) found that later age at identification and access to screening predicted delayed language ability but found no such relationship to speech production. Kennedy et al. used a parent checklist rather than administering a formal test as used in this study. Certainly, a trained speech language pathologist may be able to detect speech errors that are not obvious to parents, and the Arizona-3 could be expected to have greater sensitivity than a parent checklist. In addition, subjects in the Kennedy study were evaluated at an older age with a mean of 7.9 yr, whereas evaluations were started at age 3 yr in this study.
Strong influence of early intervention on language outcomes in children with hearing loss has been found in some previous studies ( evaluated receptive and expressive language, speech production, and reading in a group of 7-to 8-yr-old children with hearing loss. All children had been fitted with hearing aids by 4.5 yr of age and demonstrated a wide range of hearing loss. Using an analysis approach similar to that used in this study, with age at diagnosis, severity of hearing loss, and a block of covariates, Wake et al. found no predictive relationship between age at diagnosis and outcomes with the possible exception of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. However, they found that degree of hearing loss was highly predictive of outcome. A significant difference in the Wake et al. study and the current investigation comes in the range of ages of "diagnosis" (Wake et al.) or "fitting of amplification" (current study). According to Wake et al., age at diagnosis was highly correlated with age at fitting, and the score means were within 2 mo. The same close relationship between age at identification and age at intervention was found with the subjects of this study (Sininger et al. 2009 ) and therefore these two measures should be more or less equivalent. However, in the study by Wake et al., the median age of diagnosis was 18.5 mo (or fitting of amplification was 19.5 mo). The median age at fitting of amplification for this study was 5.7 mo. The very earliest ages of identification and hearing aid fitting were not well-represented in the study by Wake et al. An overall delay in fitting of amplification in the group studied by Wake et al. could have caused those children to miss the opportunity to take advantage of very early intervention and diminished the overall effect. Yoshinaga-Itano et al. (1998) noted that the positive effects of early identification were found in the group identified before 6 mo of age. Only 11 of 89 children in the study by Wake et al. were diagnosed before 6 mo of age, and to further complicate the comparison, the participants in the study by Wake et al. who were identified under 6 mo tended to be in the severe to profound hearing loss range with only one with mild loss. In contrast, half of the subjects in this study were fitted before 5.7 mo of age and there was no correlation between age at fitting and degree of hearing loss (r 2 ϭ 0.005, p ϭ 0.64). Nicholas and Geers (2006) also found no predictive value in age at amplification on spoken language skills in a group of 76 CI users at 3.5 yr of age. For this group, hearing level and duration of implant use were the primary predictors of outcome. The average age at identification for the children evaluated by Nicholas and Geers was 12 mo. Therefore, this study may have found the same bias as Wake et al. by not evaluating the effect of very early identification/intervention, although this is not clear. The differences in degree of hearing loss in the subject pool of this study and the study by Nicholas and Geers may help to reconcile the differences in the effect of age at initial intervention on outcome. The mean pure-tone average hearing loss in the study by Nicholas and Geers was 107 dB and ranged from 77 to 120 dB. This study subjects ranged from mild to profound in degree of loss (mean, 64 dB; range, 25 to 108 dB).
Finally, Fitzpatrick et al. (2007) were also unable to demonstrate any effect of age at identification on language and speech outcomes in a study of young children with hearing Figure 12 . Leverage plots (Sall, 1990) of modeled linear relationships between each outcome and age at fitting of amplification. The solid lines indicate the modeled relationship, the dashed lines indicate the area within a 0.05 significance region, and the horizontal dashed line is the group mean of the outcome measure. Figure 13 . Leverage plots (Sall, 1990) for degree of hearing loss on language and speech production measures. Leverage of hearing loss for speech perception measures was not significant and is not shown. See Figure 12 legend. impairment that used a design similar to this study. The only clear difference in this study and the study by Fitzpatrick et al. is the distribution of the degree of hearing loss. Sixty-six percent of the subjects in the study by Fitzpatrick et al. had severe or profound hearing loss, whereas only 36% of subjects in this study had hearing loss Ͼ70 dB.
The differences in findings across studies point out the importance of including all degrees of hearing loss in comprehensive studies of children with hearing loss. Concentrating exclusively on those children with severe to profound loss or those with CIs can lead to conclusions that may not generalize to children with lesser degrees of loss.
Having a broad distribution of age at intervention is also important to be able to determine the effects. This study benefited from timing relative to the inception of newborn hearing screening in California by allowing for many early and late identified children to be studied in the same cohort. In addition, because these infants were primarily identified through screening, no relationship between degree of loss and age at identification was found (Sininger et al. 2009 ) as is often seen in children identified through means other than universal screening.
Hearing loss • Next in the list of factors influencing outcome in this study was hearing level in the better ear (degree of hearing loss), which dominated the model of performance for both speech production and spoken language measures but was not found to be an important factor in the modeling of speech perception. Several other studies have demonstrated the clear relationship between degree of hearing loss and language outcome with performance falling with degree of loss (Wake et al. 2004; Nicholas & Geers 2006; Fitzpatrick et al. 2007 ). Levitt (1987) also found a strong relationship between degree of hearing loss and speech intelligibility and a weak relationship of loss to syntactic comprehension.
In contrast, Blamey et al. (2001) found that speech perception was significantly negatively correlated to degree of hearing loss, but, unlike this study and the others mentioned, did not find a relationship between degree of loss and speech production or language. Many of the children in the study by Blamey et al. were CI users, and overall, the degree of hearing loss was narrowly distributed, but this alone does not explain the discrepancy because other studies of participants with similar degrees of hearing loss (Nicholas & Geers 2006 ) did find a relationship between degree of loss and language outcome.
One might assume that if amplification was providing adequate compensation for all degrees of hearing loss, the overall unaided hearing levels of the subjects would have only minor influence on outcome. However, as shown in Figure 1 , the SII, which predicts aided audibility of speech, does not indicate an equal degree of aided audibility across all degrees of hearing loss. Rather, the graph indicates that audibility falls with degree of loss regardless of amplification use. On the basis of the linear regression equation for the left and right ear combined, the SII score is predicted to be 117.93 Ϫ (0.91 ϫ hearing Level). Therefore, an SII of 50 (ϳ50% of speech audibility) occurs for aided children with an average hearing level of 74.64 dB. In other words, children in our cohort with average hearing loss Ͼ75 dB were missing more than half of speech in their environments regardless of the use of amplification.
One could argue that early fitting of amplification should not matter to children with profound hearing loss who eventually receive CIs. This should have resulted in an interaction between effects of age at fit and effects of degree of loss but no such interaction was found. In this study, age at implantation was not specifically used as a variable because it applied to only a subset of our subjects. Age at fitting and age at implantation were correlated revealing a clear relationship between early fitting of amplification and early implantation (r 2 ϭ 0.56, p ϭ 0.0009). For children with implants, the age at implantation, in months, was 17.09 ϩ 1.22 ϫ age at fitting of amplification. The effect of early amplification may have been carried over even to those children for whom the amplification was not adequate because those early amplified were then early implanted. The positive effects of early implantation, which have been shown in many studies, including Nicholas and Geers (2006) , were reflected in the early amplification.
Cochlear implantation • The modeling procedure holds all other factors constant when predicting the effect of any one factor. Therefore, one could conclude that, holding the age at fitting or degree of hearing loss constant, the child using a CI can expect an improvement in speech production ability of 2/3 of a standard deviation and to be 12 mo advanced in receptive and almost 18 mo advanced in expressive language. An interesting finding in the database is that all children in the final participant group with Ն88 dB average hearing loss in the better hearing ear received one or more CIs. Some children with slightly better hearing also received implants, but the children with Ն88 dB hearing loss were universally implanted in our sample. It seems that amplification was not providing adequate access to audibility of speech for children in our group with severe hearing losses. Although it seems that the implants were providing adequate compensation for audibility, a measure comparable to the SII for assessing the access to the speech signal with CIs was not available. Most centers measured sound-field speech reception or awareness thresholds and found the implant provided significant improvement over the aided thresholds or awareness levels. It must be assumed that the CI can provide the necessary auditory input that is currently not provided by standard amplification when average hearing levels exceed some amount between ϳ75 and 88 dB.
The relationship between cochlear implantation and speech perception as measured by the PSI seems counterintuitive; use of a CI was related to a later age for reaching maximum PSI performance. One possible explanation of this result is that children struggling with speech perception will be those who are most likely to receive intervention by a CI. A similar discussion is found related to auditory training in a later section. It is also possible that the age of implantation did not allow adequate time for progress in processing ability to be realized before the study was concluded. The median age of implantation for our subjects is just under 30 mo, and testing for speech perception is initiated at 36 mo.
It is also possible that development of speech perception in the presence of speech competition is not adequately compensated by the use of a CI. Only the PSI test, and not the OLIMSPAC, showed a negative correlation between implantation and outcome, and only the PSI evaluates speech perception in a competing talker background. This condition is known to be highly challenging for children with CIs. Nelson et al. (2003) have shown that CI users may be at a significant disadvantage when attempting to understand a signal in the presence of a modulated masker (such as speech), and Nelson et al. and others have shown that CI users show little or no release from masking with modulated noise or real-speech maskers (Stickney et al. 2004; Cullington & Zeng 2008) . The most congruous explanation for this single negative finding of cochlear implantation on speech perception in the presence of a competing talker is that the implant is not providing the expected release from modulated masking, and consequently, the implant is impeding performance on speech perception in the presence of a competing talker.
Other predictive factors • The procedure used to assess the importance of predictive factors on auditory-based outcomes involved a multivariate regression analysis that creates a model of the outcomes based on the combined contributions of the factors analyzed. The strength of the model is assessed by comparing the modeled outcome to the actual outcomes, revealing a correlation coefficient or R 2 . This value indicates the percentage of variance accounted for by the model. The five outcome models have corresponding R 2 values ranging from 0.27 to 0.56. Although these models are reasonably strong, it is clear that they do not account for all of the variance in the prediction. Factor interactions were not found in the modeling and could not be responsible for the unaccounted variance.
Certainly test scores have inherent variability that will contribute to variance in outcome measures. This was especially problematic when one (final) score was used to characterize the outcome although all previous data were scrutinized to guard against severe outliers in the final scores. Using a linearly predicted outcome for the OLIMSPAC, and the PSI would reduce, but not eliminate, the natural variability in the measure used to measure outcome.
The most likely reason for unaccountable variance is that not every important factor was evaluated or used in the model. The original study design included a measure of the audibility provided by the amplification, such as SII, as an important factor for predicting outcome. Initial analysis found a close relationship between SII and degree of hearing loss. Using both SII and degree of loss would have provided redundant information in the model. Another factor that was initially considered for use in a model of performance was SES. However, our final group included a narrow range of SES that could not have been predictive. The distribution of SES as measured by the years of formal education of the mother for this study had a median of 16 yr (college graduate) with the lower 10th percentile being a high-school graduate and the 90th percentile being 7.5 yr of college. Unfortunately, the nature and demands of this type of longitudinal study may influence the SES makeup of the participant families. That is, the time demands and financial strains of participation may inadvertently exclude some subjects of lesser means. This, in turn, limits the generalizability of this study.
Parent interaction, as measured by the NCAST, was influential in predicting only the outcome of the OLIMSPAC. This could be interpreted as indicating that parents who are effective teachers of their children can provide important insight into development of phoneme perception. It is not clear why the same would not be true of other communication outcomes, especially language and speech production. It is important to distinguish between parent-child interaction in a teaching situation, as was measured by the NCAST and general parent cooperation or follow-through. Moeller (2000) found that family involvement, as measured on a five-point rating scale completed by interventionists, was an important factor in predicting language outcome. Education inventories used in this study included a similar four-point scale to measure interventionist's ratings of parent involvement. The parents of children in this study were consistently exceptional at follow-through. Consequently, with no real variance in our group on this measure, we were not able to assess the influence of parent involvement on outcome, merely the influence of parent interaction or teaching ability. However, teaching ability seems to show no significant influence on most of the outcomes measured. Pressman et al. (1999) have found a clear relationship between maternal sensitivity and language outcome in children with hearing loss. The measure used in that study evaluated items such as sensitivity to cues, which were scored from a videotape of a mother-infant dyad. Except for the restrained "teaching" activity of the recorded dyad used in the NCAST measure, the descriptions of the tests are similar as were the subject groups and ages used in this study and in the study by Pressman et al. The language measures of Pressman and colleagues were from parent report and included manual as well as spoken communications, whereas this study focused on spoken language. It is possible that different aspects of parental behaviors may influence spoken and manual communication. This points out the need for replication studies particularly in areas that involve complex relationships. Many factors, including specific features of individual tests or characteristics of the subpopulation studied, may influence findings in ways that are not always apparent.
Auditory Training
There is a large variation in the intensity of oral education provided to our participants. For example, the child with the highest AOTS was enrolled in an oral-only program for 4 hr per day throughout the year. The child with the smallest AOTS of 31 had a mild hearing loss and was consistently receiving only 1 ⁄2 to 1 hr per month of oral-only intervention. Only a weak relationship was found between annual oral training and degree of hearing loss (r 2 ϭ 0.042). The educational inventories evaluated only targeted intervention for hearing loss, speech or language delay. For example, only hours of individual pull-out therapy would contribute to the AOTS score of a child in a mainstreamed classroom, whereas all hours of a self-contained classroom for children with hearing loss would be counted as intervention. In general, educational intervention is complex and difficult to characterize.
The intervention factor, as characterized in this study, explained some of the variance for only one outcome, the OLIMSPAC. Given that the purpose of the study was to determine factors in development of auditory skills, it would seem that training would be a significant factor in all outcomes measured. However, the methods for allocation of services in the United States may help to understand why this factor was not found to predict outcomes. The National Early Intervention Longitudinal Study looked at early intervention in a variety of settings in the United States. One section of that study investigated the relationship between the level of spending on early intervention services and outcomes of children receiving the services at 36 mo of age (Levin et al. 2004 ). The report found that the higher the expenditure for services, the worse the outcome! They explain that this is not a causal relationship, rather reflects the fact that the initial severity of the condition dictates the allocation of service. The same is true of children with hearing loss. Children who are poor performers will receive more services rather than the other way around. Poor outcomes lead to increased intervention and good outcomes will reduce it. The fact that no relationship was found between auditory intervention and measured outcomes in four of five findings and one positive relationship, points to a positive overall effect of intervention when one weighs in the "National Early Intervention Longitudinal Study" effect. Clearly, the relationship between educational intervention and outcome is complex and requires the attention of carefully controlled and large-scale studies.
Multilingual home • The impact of being in a multilingual home was seen in only one outcome, the PSI test. In this case, being in a multilingual home was found to be a positive predictor, and according to the model, children in a multilingual environment would achieve maximum score 10 mo earlier than those in a monolingual home. Few other studies have looked specifically at the effect of this factor on outcomes in children with hearing loss. Three studies looked at development of spoken language and speech in multilingual children with hearing loss, but in all cases, the subjects were CI users (McConkey et al. 2004; Thomas et al. 2008; Waltzman et al. 2008) . These studies found no adverse effects on language or speech development associated with the use of multiple languages in the home. In this study of children with a full range of hearing loss, for most outcomes, our finding is the same, no effect, either positive or negative, on outcomes. The fear that learning more than one language at a time may place too much linguistic and perceptual demand on children with hearing loss seems to be unfounded. In fact, our findings indicate that there may be advantages to speech perception, in this case in listening to speech with competition, for children who are exposed to more than one language. In the final study group, 14 families were bilingual with second (spoken) languages, including Spanish, English, Chinese, Tagalog, Urdu, and Farsi. Three subjects were bilingual in English and ASL. Table 5 summarizes and compares results of this study with others. In all cases, the studies involved children with hearing loss as subjects and a variety of communication measures as outcomes. Some of the common predictive factors studied include variations on age at identification or intervention, hearing level, CI status, cognitive or self-help skills, and family involvement. The variety in the subject factors across studies is the most credible origin for the variability in the outcomes.
Limitations of generalizability • Discussion of these results must include a caveat regarding the limitations of any conclusions to the specific group and factors studied. These results can be generalized to children with congenital or very earlyonset hearing loss, who are without other significant disabling conditions, from homes with well educated parents who are highly compliant with their child's intervention. Subject selection for this study included only typically functioning children with hearing loss but no cognitive or other disabling conditions. A much larger group of participants would have been required to discern the relationships seen if a more diverse population was studied. To make meaningful statements re- garding the analysis, we chose to study as few predictor variables as was reasonable. However, it is clear that many children with auditory difficulties may have other disabling conditions and that intelligence, vision, motor skills, etc. will have a significant effect on all learning, including the development of communication skills. It will be difficult but important to study more diverse populations with study designs that will allow for more variability in the outcomes in the future. The longitudinal, prospective nature of this study ultimately resulted in a selection bias regarding participants. This bias is essentially unavoidable. The SES and the high parental cooperation data are good examples of how the study design can influence the subject pool. Some families who did not enroll stated that the added commitment of time was not possible because of demands of jobs and family. Economic pressures were obvious challenges to full participation. The mean SES of the families who dropped from the study was 12.6, whereas the average SES of those who completed the study was 15.63, indicating that those with higher SES were more likely to be able to complete the study. 
